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Have you ever thought 
about these Questions?

• What is the Nature of the Universe?

• What is the Universe made of?

• What is the size of our Universe?

• What is the origin of Universe?

• How is the evolution of Universe?

• How do galaxies form?

• .
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To answer such questions:

•We should construct models.

• From a point of view, presented 
model should be inclusive and 
exclusive. 
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Model: Weird or Regular
• Specially flat six parameter LCDM model with a 

power-law scale invariant spectrum of Gaussian 
adiabatic scaler perturbations spectrum  

• Kinematics (Friedmann Robertson Walker 
metric)

• Dynamics

ds2 = (cdt)2 − a(t)2 f (χ)dχ 2 + χ 2 (dθ 2 + sin2 (θ)dϕ 2 )⎡⎣ ⎤⎦
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Some observable quantities
Geometrical quantities
1) Comoving distance
2) Angular diameter distance - Alcock-Paczynski test
3) Comoving Volume element
4) Age 

Background evolution
1) Supernova type Ia
2) CMB Shift parameter
3) Baryonic acoustic oscillation
4) Gas mass fraction of cluster of galaxies   

Perturbation -  Structure formation, Lensing 
S. Baghram, M.S. Movahed and S. Rahvar, PRD 80 2009
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Metric 

Neutrinos 

Dark 

Matter 

Protons Electrons 

Photons 

Compton 
scattering

Coulomb scattering 

CMB from Theory as an example
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Temperature fluctuations
CMB

 

T (r , p̂,η) = T (η) 1+Θ(r , p̂,η)[ ]
Θ(r , p̂,η) = alm (

r ,η)Ylm ( p̂)
m=− l
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Linear regime app.

1 Introduction
According to our current understanding of the Universe, the morphology of the cosmic
microwave background (CMB) temperature field, as well as all cosmological structures
that are now visible, like galaxies, clusters of galaxies and the whole web of large-scale
structure, are probably the descendants of quantum process that took place some 10!35

seconds after the Big Bang. In the standard lore, the machinery responsible for these
processes is termed cosmic inflation and, in general terms, what it means is that micro-
scopic quantum fluctuations pervading the primordial Universe are stretched to what
correspond, today, to cosmological scales (see [1, 2, 3] for comprehensive introductions
to inflation.) These primordial perturbations serve as initial conditions for the process
of structure formation, which enhance these initial perturbations through gravitational
instability. The subsequent (classical) evolution of these instabilities preserves the main
statistical features of these fluctuations that were inherited from their inflationary origin
– provided, of course, that we restrain ourselves to linear perturbation theory.

However, given that matter has a natural tendency to cluster, and this inevitably
leads to non-linearities (not to mention the sorts of complications that come with bary-
onic physics), the structures which are visible today are far from ideal probes of those
statistical properties. CMB photons, on the other hand, to an excellent approximation
experience free streaming since the time of decoupling (z ! 1100), and are therefore
exempt from these non-linearities (except, of course, for secondary anisotropies such
as the Rees-Sciama e!ect or the Sunyaev-Zel’dovich e!ect), which implies that they
constitute an ideal window to the physics of the early Universe – see, e.g., [4, 5, 6]. In
fact, we can determine the primary CMB anisotropies as well as most of the secondary
anisotropies on large scales, such as the Integrated Sachs-Wolfe e!ect, completely in
terms of the initial conditions by means of a linear kernel:

!(n̂) " "T (n̂; !0)

T (!0)
=

ˆ

d3x"
ˆ !0

0

d!"
!

i

Ki("x
", !"; n̂)S i("x ", !") , (1)

where !" is conformal time, and S i denote the initial conditions of all matter and metric
fields (as well as their time derivatives, if the initial conditions are non-adiabatic.) Here
Ki is a linear kernel, or a retarded Green’s function, that propagates the radiation field
to the time and place of its detection, here on Earth. Since that kernel is insensitive
to the statistical nature of the initial conditions (which can be thought of as constants
which multiply the source terms), those properties are precisely transferred to the CMB
temperature field !.

The statistical properties of the primordial fluctuations are, to lowest order in per-
turbation theory, quite simple: because the quantum fluctuations that get stretched
and enhanced by inflation are basically harmonic oscillators in their ground state, the
distribution of those fluctuations is Gaussian, with each mode an independent random
variable. The Fourier modes of these fluctuations are characterized by random phases
(corresponding to the random initial values of the oscillators), with zero mean, and vari-
ances which are given simply by the field mass and the mode’s wavenumber k = 2#/$.
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L. R.  Abramo et. al., arXiv:1002.3173 

Propagator Source 
function
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Einstein-Boltzmann hierarchy equations

Boltzmann equation

(1,2) Photon equations

(3,4) Dark matter

(5,6) Baryon

(7) Neutrino

(8,9) Einstein perturbed 
equations

gµν =
−(1+ 2Ψ) 0
0 a(t)2δ ij (1+ 2Φ)

⎛

⎝⎜
⎞

⎠⎟
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How can calculate    ? (CamSpec and PLik)Cl

Estimator from Theory

T (θ,ϕ ) = almYlm (θ,ϕ )
lm
∑

alma ′l ′m = δ l ′l δm ′m Cl

of the sources with the anisotropies must be calculated from either a set of Einstein-
Boltzmann equations or, equivalently, from the line-of-sight integral equations coupled
with the Einstein, continuity and Euler equations [6].

Assuming for simplicity that recombination was instantaneous, at a time !R, the
linear kernels of Eq. (1) reduce to Ki("x !, !!; n̂) ! #i$(!! " !R)$("x ! " n̂R), where
R = !0 " !R and #i are constant coe!cients. The photon distribution that we measure
on Earth would therefore be given by:

!(n̂) #
!

i

#iS
i("x ! = n̂R, !! = !R) . (4)

We can also express this result in terms of the Fourier spectrum of the sources:

!(n̂) #
!

i

#i

ˆ

d3k

(2%)3
ei
!k·n̂RSi("k, !R) . (5)

Now we can use what is usually referred to as “Rayleigh’s expansion” (though Watson,
in his classic book on Bessel functions, attributes this to Bauer, J. f. Math. LVI, 1859):

ei
!k·!x = 4%

!

"m

i" j"(kx)Y
"
"m(k̂)Y"m(x̂) , (6)

where j"(z) are the spherical Bessel functions. Substituting Eq. (6) into Eq. (5) we
obtain that:

a"m =

ˆ

d2n̂ Y "
"m(n̂)!(n̂) #

ˆ

d3k

(2%)3
!("k) $ 4% i" j"(kR)Y "

"m(k̂) , (7)

where we have loosely collected the sources into the term !("k) %
"

i #iSi("k, !R). This
expression conveys well the simple relation between the Fourier modes and the spherical
harmonic modes. Therefore, up to coe!cients which are known given some background
cosmology, the statistical properties of the harmonic coe!cients a"m are inherited from
those of the Fourier modes !("k) of the underlying matter and metric fields. Notice
that the properties of the a"m’s under rotations, on the other hand, have nothing to do
with the statistical properties of the fluctuations: they come directly from the spherical
harmonic functions Y"m.

2.2 Statistics in Fourier space
The characterization of the statistics of random variables is most commonly expressed
in terms of the correlation functions. The two-point correlation function is the ensemble
expectation value:

C("k,"k!) % &!("k)!("k!)' . (8)

In the absence of any symmetries, this would be a generic function of the arguments "k
and "k!, with only two constraints: first, because !("x) is a real function, !"("k) = !(""k),
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No. of operations just 
for one realization: 

 

(1000)2 ×102 × (max = 2500)
2 = 1014

1014 /109 = 105 sec ~ 27hElapsed time
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We need observations
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n, n , Q, T/ST

!, !  , ", #, hb 

Pixel 1     Pixel 2     $T 

6422347     6443428   -454.841 

3141592     2718281    141.421 

8454543     9345593    654.766 

1004356     8345388   -305.567 

  ...         ...        ...
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FIG. 1. Power spectrum estimation as an intermediate data-compression step in converting the raw data from a future
megapixel experiment to measurements of cosmological parameters. If all three data compression steps are lossless, then this
data analysis pipeline will measure the parameters with just as small error bars as a (computationally unfeasible) likelihood
analysis measuring the parameters directly from the time-ordered data.
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Max Tegmark, astro-ph/
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Data modeling

1) Observations and measurements
2) Error propagation
3) Model selection
4) Bayesian method
5) Confidence interval
6) Goodness of fit
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Methods to maximize Posterior
 
* Method based on MCMC
1) Grid search Methods
   - Deterministic approach
    - Markov chain Monte Carlo MCMC   
    - Hamiltonian Monte Carlo HMC 
2) Gradient Method
3) Expansion Method
.
.

* Fisher matrix information

18
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Γ(D |Θ) = det[α ]
(2π )M

exp −
δΘT • α[ ]•δΘ

2
⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

Θ : {θk} k = 1,...,M
δΘ ≡ Θ −ΘBest χmin

2 = χ 2 (Θ = ΘBest )

δΘT • α[ ]•δΘ = α kl
l=1

M

∑ δθkδθl
k=1

M

∑

Fkl = −
∂2 log(Γ(D |Θ))

∂θk∂θl
= α kl

σθi
2 = Fii

−1 = α ii
−1

σθiθ j
2 = Fij

−1 = α ij
−1
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3

Here the angle brackets indicate the expectation value which, for an arbitrary function g(x), is defined to
be !g(X)" #

!!
"! g(x)fX (x)dx with fX (x) the probability distribution function of the random variable x,

which here is the noise on the data, assumed to be Gaussian of mean zero.
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FIG. 1: The link between model curves, data and error ellipses. Parameter values inside the ellipse are
a good fit to the data, such as the blue dot-dashed curve (left) corresponding to the open blue circle (right). The
horizontal line dA!dA,!CDM = 0 corresponds to the fiducial model on the right (w0 = 1, wa = 0). A parameter value
outside the ellipse is not a good fit to the data however, as illustrated by the orange dashed line (left) and orange
cross (right). The ellipse and simulated error bars in the two panels both correspond to a nominal survey measuring
the angular diameter distance, dA(z), with 6% error in ten bins between 0.1 < z < 3, with !CDM assumed to be the
correct model in both cases.

The likelihood for a given observable X is expressed in terms of the theoretical value of the observable
Xi evaluated at the redshifts zi and data for that specific observable di as L $ exp(%!TC"1!/2) where
! # X% d, generalising the usual chi-squared statistic relating the theory by allowing for a general data
covariance matrix C. Substituting the above expression into Eq. (2) converts the equation from derivatives
of the likelihood itself into a sum over derivatives of the observable X with respect to the parameter !A:

FAB =
"X

"!A

T

C"1 "X

"!B
+

1
2

Tr
"
C"1 "C

"!A
C"1 "C

"!B

#
(3)

=
$

i

1
#2
i

"X

"!A
(zi)

"X

"!B
(zi)

where "C/"!A is the derivative of the data covariance matrix with respect to the parameter !A which is
assumed to vanish in the second equality implying that the data errors are independent of cosmological
parameters. This is often the case, e.g. the errors on measurements of Type Ia supernova (SNIa) flux are
independent of the dark energy parameters w0, wa (of the Chevallier-Polarski-Linder (CPL) parameterisation
[3, 4], described in Section III) to good accuracy4. The second equality also requires that the data are
uncorrelated, in which case C is diagonal with entries #2

i , with the #i the 1 % # error on the i-th data point.
In the case where we have multiple independent measurements of di  erent observables X! (e.g. H(z) and

dA(z)), the total Fisher Matrix is just the sum of the individual Fisher matrices indexed by $. Similarly, if we
have independent prior information, this is encoded in a prior matrix between the cosmological parameters.
In this paper we will refer to the prior on a single parameter !A as Prior(!A) = (!!A)"2, where !!A is
the uncertainty on the parameter as measured from prior surveys, see e.g. Figure (12). In the case where
the di  erent measurements are not independent, they must be combined with the suitable data covariance

4 In cases where the mean is zero (such as CMB analyses), however, the dependence of the covariance on the parameters can
no longer be ignored, see for example [2].

Bruce A. Bassett,et al., arxiv:0906.0993

δΘT • F[ ]•δΘ = β
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Comparison of  
theory and observation

Planck Collaboration: Cosmological parameters

ground model appropriate to the data spectrum. We expect
!2 to be approximately Gaussian distributed with a mean of
N" = "max ! "min + 1 and dispersion

"
2N". Results are sum-

marized in Table 6 for the Planck+WP+highL best-fit parame-
ters of Table 5. (The !2 values for the Planck+WP fit are almost
identical.) Each of the spectra gives an acceptable global fit to
the model, quantifying the high degree of consistency of these
spectra described in Planck Collaboration XV (2013). (Note that
Planck Collaboration XV 2013 presents an alternative way of in-
vestigating consistency between these spectra via power spec-
trum di!erences.)

Figures 8 and 9 show the fits and residuals with respect to
the best-fit Planck+WP+highL model of Table 5, for each of the
SPT and ACT spectra. The SPT and ACT spectra are reported
as band-powers, with associated window functions [WSPT

b (")/"]
and WACT

b ("). The definitions of these window functions di!er
between the two experiments.

For SPT, the contribution of the CMB and foreground spectra
in each band is

Db =
!

"

[WSPT
b (")/"]

"(" + 1/2)
2#

"
CCMB
" +Cfg

"

#
. (34)

(Note that this di!ers from the equations give in R12 and S12.)
For ACT, the window functions operate on the power spec-

tra:

Cb =
!

"

WACT
b (")

"
CCMB
" +Cfg

"

#
. (35)

In Fig. 9. we plotDb = "b("b + 1)Cb/(2#), where "b is the e!ec-
tive multipole for band b.

The upper panels of each of the sub-plots in Figs. 8
and 9 show the spectra of the best-fit CMB, and the total
CMB+foreground, as well as the individual contributions of the
foreground components using the same colour codings as in
Fig. 7. The lower panel in each sub-plot shows the residuals
with respect to the best-fit cosmology+foreground model. For
each spectrum, we list the value of !2, neglecting correlations
between the (broad) ACT and SPT bands, together with the num-
ber of data points. The quality of the fits is generally very good.
For SPT, the residuals are very similar to those inferred from
Fig. 3 of R12. The SPT 150 # 220 spectrum has the largest !2

(approximately a 1.8$ excess). This spectrum shows systematic
positive residuals of a few µK2 over the entire multipole range.
For ACT, the residuals and !2 values are close to those plotted
in Fig. 4 of Dunkley et al. (2013). All of the ACT spectra plot-
ted in Fig. 9 are well fit by the model (except for some residuals
at multipoles " <$ 2000, which are also seen by Dunkley et al.
2013).

Having determined a solution for the best-fit foreground and
other “nuisance” parameters, we can correct the four spectra
used in the Planck likelihood and combine them to reconstruct a
“best-fit” primary CMB spectrum and covariance matrix as de-
scribed in Planck Collaboration XV (2013). This best-fit Planck
CMB spectrum is plotted in the upper panels of Figs. 1 and 10
for Planck+WP+highL foreground parameters. The spectrum in
Fig. 10 has been band-averaged in bins of width "" $ 31 using
a window function Wb(l):

D̂b =
!

"

Wb(")D̂", (36a)

Wb(") =

$%%%&
%%%'

(M̂D"")!1/
("bmax

"="bmin
(M̂D"")!1, "bmin % " < "bmax,

0, otherwise.
(36b)

Here, "bmin and "bmax denote the minimum and maximum mul-
tipole ranges of band b, and M̂D""& is the covariance ma-
trix of the best-fit spectrum D̂", computed as described
in Planck Collaboration XV (2013), and to which we have added
corrections for beam and foreground errors (using the curvature
matrix of the foreground model parameters from the MCMC
chains). The solid lines in the upper panels of Figs. 1 and 10
show the spectrum for the best-fit #CDM cosmology. The resid-
uals with respect to this cosmology are plotted in the lower
panel. To assess the goodness-of-fit, we compute !2:

!2 =
!

""&
(Ĉdata
" !CCMB

" )M̂!1
""& (Ĉ

data
"& !CCMB

"& ), (37)

using the covariance matrix for the best-fit data spectrum (in-
cluding foreground and beam errors15). The results are given in
the last line of Table 6 labelled “All.” The lower panel of Fig. 10
shows the residuals with respect to the best-fit cosmology (on
an expanded scale compared to Fig. 1). There are some visually
striking residuals in this plot, particularly in the regions " $ 800
and " $ 1300–1500 (where we see “oscillatory” behaviour).
As discussed in detail in Planck Collaboration XV (2013), these
residuals are reproducible to high accuracy across Planck de-
tectors and across Planck frequencies; see also Fig. 7. There is
therefore strong evidence that the residuals at these multipoles,
which are in the largely signal dominated region of the spec-
trum, are real features of the primordial CMB sky. These fea-
tures are compatible with statistical fluctuations of a Gaussian
#CDM model, and are described accurately by the covariance
matrix used in the Planck likelihood. As judged by the !2 statis-
tic listed in Table 6, the best fit reconstructed Planck spectrum is
compatible with the base #CDM cosmology to within 1.6$16.

To the extremely high accuracy a!orded by the Planck data,
the power spectrum at high multipoles is compatible with the
predictions of the base six parameter #CDM cosmology. This is
the main result of this paper. Fig. 1 does, however, suggest that
the power spectrum of the best-fit base #CDM cosmology has
a higher amplitude than the observed power spectrum at multi-
poles " <$ 30. We will return to this point in Sect. 7.

Finally, Fig. 11 shows examples of Planck T E and EE spec-
tra. These are computed by performing a straight average of the
(scalar) beam-corrected 143 # 143, 143 # 217, and 217 # 217
cross-spectra (ignoring auto-spectra). There are 32 T E and ET
cross-spectra contributing to the mean T E spectrum plotted in
Fig. 11, and six EE spectra contributing to the mean EE spec-
trum. Planck polarization data, including LFI and 353 GHz data
not shown here, will be analysed in detail, and incorporated
into a Planck likelihood, following this data release. The pur-
pose of presenting these figures here is twofold: first, to demon-
strate the potential of Planck to deliver high quality polariza-
tion maps and spectra, as described in the Planck “blue-book”
(Planck Collaboration 2005); and, second, to show the consis-
tency of these polarization spectra with the temperature spec-
trum shown in Fig. 10. As discussed in Planck Collaboration VI
(2013) and Planck Collaboration XV (2013), at present, the HFI
polarization spectra at low multipoles (" <$ 200) are a!ected by

15Though the !2 value is similar if foreground and beam errors are
not included in the covariance matrix.

16Planck Collaboration XXII (2013) describes a specific statistical
test designed to find features in the primordial power spectrum. This test
responds to the extended “dip” in the Planck power spectrum centred at
about " $ 1800, tentatively suggesting 2.4–3.1$ evidence for a feature.
A more extensive analysis is required to assess whether the statistical
significance assigned to this result is accurate.
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Table 8. Approximate constraints with 68% errors on !m and
H0 (in units of km s!1 Mpc!1) from BAO, with !m and !b fixed
to the best-fit Planck+WP+highL values for the base "CDM
cosmology.

Sample !m H0

6dF . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.305+0.032
!0.026 68.3+3.2

!3.2
SDSS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.295+0.019

!0.017 69.5+2.2
!2.1

SDSS(R) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.293+0.015
!0.013 69.6+1.7

!1.5
WiggleZ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.309+0.041

!0.035 67.8+4.1
!2.8

BOSS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.315+0.015
!0.015 67.2+1.6

!1.5
6dF+SDSS+BOSS+WiggleZ . . . . . . 0.307+0.010

!0.011 68.1+1.1
!1.1

6dF+SDSS(R)+BOSS . . . . . . . . . . . 0.305+0.009
!0.010 68.4+1.0

!1.0
6dF+SDSS(R)+BOSS+WiggleZ . . . . 0.305+0.009

!0.008 68.4+1.0
!1.0

surements constrain parameters in the base "CDM model, we
form "2,

"2
BAO = (x ! x"CDM)T C!1

BAO(x ! x"CDM), (50)

where x is the data vector, x"CDM denotes the theoretical pre-
diction for the "CDM model and C!1

BAO is the inverse covari-
ance matrix for the data vector x. The data vector is as fol-
lows: DV(0.106) = (457 ± 27) Mpc (6dF); rs/DV(0.20) =
0.1905 ± 0.0061, rs/DV(0.35) = 0.1097 ± 0.0036 (SDSS);
A(0.44) = 0.474 ± 0.034, A(0.60) = 0.442 ± 0.020, A(0.73) =
0.424±0.021 (WiggleZ); DV(0.35)/rs = 8.88±0.17 (SDSS(R));
and DV(0.57)/rs = 13.67±0.22, (BOSS). The o#-diagonal com-
ponents of C!1

BAO for the SDSS and WiggleZ results are given
in Percival et al. (2010) and Blake et al. (2011). We ignore any
covariances between surveys. Since the SDSS and SDSS(R) re-
sults are based on the same survey, we include either one set of
results or the other in the analysis described below, but not both
together.

The Eisenstein-Hu values of rs for the Planck and WMAP-9
base "CDM parameters di#er by only 0.9%, significantly
smaller than the errors in the BAO measurements. We can obtain
an approximate idea of the complementary information provided
by BAO measurements by minimizing Eq. (50) with respect to
either !m or H0, fixing !m and !b to the CMB best-fit parame-
ters. (We use the Planck+WP+highL parameters from Table 5.)
The results are listed in Table 819.

As can be seen, the results are very stable from survey to
survey and are in excellent agreement with the base "CDM
parameters listed in Tables 2 and 5. The values of "2

BAO are
also reasonable. For example, for the six data points of the
6dF+SDSS(R)+BOSS+WiggleZ combination, we find "2

BAO =
4.3, evaluated for the Planck+WP+highL best-fit"CDM param-
eters.

The high value of !m is consistent with the parameter anal-
ysis described by Blake et al. (2011) and with the “tension” dis-
cussed by Anderson et al. (2013) between BAO distance mea-
surements and direct determinations of H0 (Riess et al. 2011;
Freedman et al. 2012). Furthermore, if the errors on the BAO
measurements are accurate, the constraints on !m and H0 (for
fixed !m and !b) are of comparable accuracy to those from
Planck.

19As an indication of the accuracy of Table 8, the full likelihood
results for the Planck+WP+6dF+SDSS(R)+BOSS BAO data sets give
!m = 0.308 ± 0.010 and H0 = 67.8 ± 0.8 km s!1 Mpc!1, for the base
"CDM model.

Fig. 16. Comparison of H0 measurements, with estimates of
±1# errors, from a number of techniques (see text for details).
These are compared with the spatially-flat "CDM model con-
straints from Planck and WMAP-9.

The results of this section show that BAO measurements are
an extremely valuable complementary data set to Planck. The
measurements are basically geometrical and free from complex
systematic e#ects that plague many other types of astrophysical
measurements. The results are consistent from survey to survey
and are of comparable precision to Planck. In addition, BAO
measurements can be used to break parameter degeneracies that
limit analyses based purely on CMB data. For example, from
the excellent agreement with the base "CDM model evident in
Fig. 15, we can infer that the combination of Planck and BAO
measurements will lead to tight constraints favouring !K = 0
(Sect. 6.2) and a dark energy equation-of-state parameter, w =
!1 (Sect. 6.5).

Finally, we note that we choose to use the
6dF+SDSS(R)+BOSS data combination in the likelihood
analysis of Sect. 6. This choice includes the two most accu-
rate BAO measurements and, since the e#ective redshifts of
these samples are widely separated, it should be a very good
approximation to neglect correlations between the surveys.

5.3. The Hubble constant

A striking result from the fits of the base"CDM model to Planck
power spectra is the low value of the Hubble constant, which is
tightly constrained by CMB data alone in this model. From the
Planck+WP+highL analysis we find

H0 = (67.3±1.2) km s!1 Mpc!1 (68%; Planck+WP+highL).(51)

A low value of H0 has been found in other CMB experi-
ments, most notably from the recent WMAP-9 analysis. Fitting
the base "CDM model, Hinshaw et al. (2012) find

H0 = (70.0 ± 2.2) km s!1 Mpc!1 (68%; WMAP-9), (52)

consistent with Eq. (51) to within 1#. We emphasize here that
the CMB estimates are highly model dependent. It is important
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menter bias) is discrepant at about 2.5! with the Planck value
in Eq. (51). We note here a number of other direct measurements
of H0 (Sandage et al. 2006; Oguri 2007; Jones et al. 2005) that
give lower values than the measurements summarized in Fig. 16.

The tension between the CMB-based estimates and the astro-
physical measurements of H0 is intriguing and merits further dis-
cussion. In the base !CDM model, the sound horizon depends
primarily on "mh2 (with a weaker dependence on "bh2). This is
illustrated by the left-hand panel of Fig. 17, which shows sam-
ples from the Planck+WP+highL MCMC chains in the r!–"mh2

plane colour coded according to"bh2. The acoustic scale param-
eter "! is tightly constrained by the CMB power spectrum, and so
a change in r! must be matched by a corresponding shift in the
angular diameter distance to the last scattering surface DA(z!).
In the base !CDM model, DA depends on H0 and "mh2, as
shown in the right-hand panel of Fig. 17. The 2.7 km s"1 Mpc"1

shift in H0 between Planck and WMAP-9 is primarily a con-
sequence of the slightly higher matter density determined by
Planck ("mh2 = 0.143 ± 0.003) compared to WMAP-9 ("mh2 =
0.136 ± 0.004). A shift of around 7 km s"1 Mpc"1, necessary to
match the astrophysical measurements of H0 would require an
even larger change in "mh2, which is disfavoured by the Planck
data. The tension between Planck and the direct measurements
of H0 cannot be easily resolved by varying the parameters of
the base !CDM model. Section 6 will explore whether there are
any extensions to the base !CDM model that can relieve this
tension. In that section, results labelled “H0” include a Gaussian
prior on H0 based on the Riess et al. (2011) measurement given
in Eq. (53).

5.4. Type Ia supernovae

In this subsection, we analyse two SNe Ia samples: the sample of
473 SNe as reprocessed by Conley et al. (2011), which we will
refer to as the “SNLS” compilation; and the updated Union2.1
compilation of 580 SNe described by Suzuki et al. (2012).

5.4.1. The SNLS compilation

The SNLS “combined” compilation consists of 123 SNe Ia
at low redshifts, 242 SNe Ia from the three-year Supernova
Legacy Survey (SNLS; see Regnault et al. 2009; Guy et al.
2010; Conley et al. 2011), 93 intermediate redshift SNe Ia from
the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS; Holtzman et al. 2008;
Kessler et al. 2009) and 14 objects at high redshift observed with
the Hubble Space Telescope (HST; Riess et al. 2007).

The “combined” sample of Conley et al. (2011) combines
the results of two light-curve fitting codes, SiFTO (Conley et al.
2008) and SALT2 (Guy et al. 2007), to produce a peak appar-
ent B-band magnitude, mB, stretch parameter s and colour C for
each supernova. To explore the impact of light-curve fitting, we
also analyse separately the SiFTO and SALT2 parameters. The
SiFTO and SALT2 samples di#er by a few SNe from the com-
bined sample because of colour and stretch constraints imposed
on the samples. We also use ancillary data, such as estimates of
the stellar masses of the host galaxies and associated covariance
matrices, as reported by Conley et al. (2011)21.

21https://tspace.library.utoronto.ca/handle/1807/
25390. We use the CosmoMC module downloadable from this site.

In this section, we focus exclusively on the base !CDM
model (i.e., w = "1 and "K = 0). For a flat Universe, the ex-
pected apparent magnitudes are then given by

m!CDM
B = 5log10D̂L(zhel, zCMB,"m) " #(s " 1) + $C +MB, (55)

where D̂L is the dimensionless luminosity distance22 and MB
absorbs the Hubble constant. As in Sullivan et al. (2011), we ex-
press values of the parameter(s)MB in terms of an e#ective ab-
solute magnitude

MB =MB " 5log10

!
c

H0

"
" 25, (56)

for a value of H0 = 70 km s"1 Mpc"1.
The likelihood for this sample is then constructed as in

Conley et al. (2011) and Sullivan et al. (2011):

%2
SNe = (MB " M!CDM

B )T C"1
SNe(MB " M!CDM

B ), (57)

where MB is the vector of e#ective absolute magnitudes and
CSNe is the sum of the non-sparse covariance matrices of
Conley et al. (2011) quantifying statistical and systematic er-
rors. As in Sullivan et al. (2011), we divide the sample accord-
ing to the estimated stellar mass of the host galaxy and solve for
two parameters, M1

B for Mhost < 1010M# and M2
B for Mhost $

1010M#. We adopt the estimates of the “intrinsic” scatter in mB
for each SNe sample given in Table 4 of Conley et al. (2011).

Fits to the SNLS combined sample are shown in the left-
hand panel of Fig. 18. The best-fit parameters for the combined,
SiFTO and SALT2 samples are given in Table 9. In the base
!CDM model, the SNe data provide a constraint on "m, inde-
pendent of the CMB. As can be seen from Table 9 (and also
in the analyses of Conley et al. 2011 and Sullivan et al. 2011),
the SNLS combined compilation favours a lower value of "m
than we find from the CMB. The key question, of course, is
whether the SNe data are statistically compatible with the Planck
data. The last three rows of Table 9 give the best-fit SNe param-
eters constraining "m to the Planck+WP+highL best-fit value
"m = 0.317. The grey bands in Fig. 18 show the magnitude
residuals expected for a ±2! variation in the value of "m al-
lowed by the CMB data. The CMB band lies systematically low
by about 0.1 magnitude over most of the redshift range shown in
Fig. 18a.

Table 9 also lists the %2 values for the "m = 0.317 fits23. The
likelihood ratio for the SiFTO fits is
LSNe

LSNe+CMB "m

= exp
!

1
2

(%2
SNe " %2

SNe+CMB "m
)
"
% 0.074. (58)

This is almost a 2! discrepancy. (The discrepancy would appear
to be much more significant if only the diagonal statistical errors
were included in the covariance matrix in Eq. 57). The likeli-
hood ratio for the combined sample is slightly larger (0.095) and
is larger still for the SALT2 sample (0.33). In summary, there
is some tension between the SNLS compilations and the base
!CDM value of "m derived from Planck. The degree of tension
depends on the light-curve fitter and is stronger for the SiFTO
and combined SNLS compilations.

22Note that the luminosity distance depends on both the heliocentric,
zhel, and CMB frame, zCMB, redshifts of the SNe. This distinction is
important for low-redshift objects.

23We caution the reader that, generally, the %2
SNe obtained from

Eq. (57) will di#er from that quoted in the online parameter tables in
cases where the SNLS data is importance sampled. For importance sam-
pling, we modified the SNLS likelihood to marginalize analytically over
the # and $ parameters.
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Statistical properties

•Gaussianity nature of PDF

•Statistical Isotropy which is related 
to nature of correlation function 

• Self-similarity
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Multivariate PDF

25

By definition: A Multivariate PDF is a generalization of 1-D 
PDF to higher dimensions PDF, e.g. for normal distribution:

 

PX (x1, x2 ,..., xN ) =
1

2π( )N /2 Σ 1/2 exp −
1
2
(X − µ)T iΣ−1

i(X − µ)⎛
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⎞
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µ ≡

µ1
µ2
.
.
.
µN

⎛
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⎜
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hence in our definition C!(!k,!k") = C(!!k,!!k"); and second, due to the associative
nature of the expectation value, C(!k,!k") = C(!k",!k). It is obvious how to generalize this
definition to 3, 4 or an arbitrary number of fields at di!erent !k’s (or “points”.)

Let us first discuss the issue of gaussianity. If we say that the variables !(!k) are
Gaussian random numbers, then all the information that characterizes their distribution
is contained in their two-point function C(!k,!k"). The probability distribution function
(pdf) is then formally given by:

P [!(!k),!(!k")] " exp

!
!!(!k)!(!k")

2C(!k,!k")

"
.

In this case, all higher-order correlation functions are either zero (for odd numbers of
points) or they are simply connected to the two-point function by means of Wick’s
Theorem:

#!(!k1)!(!k2) . . .!(!k2N)$G =
#

i,j

N$

!=1

B!
i,j#!(!ki)!(!kj)$ , (9)

where the sum runs over all permutations of the pairs of wave vectors and Bi,j are
weights.

Second, let’s consider the issue of homogeneity. A field is homogeneous if its ex-
pectation values (or averages) do not dependent on the spatial points where they are
evaluated. In terms of the N -point functions in real space, we should have that:

#!(!x1)!(!x2) . . .!(!xN)$
Homog.% CN(!x1 ! !x2, ..., !xN#1 ! !xN) . (10)

Writing this expression in terms of the Fourier modes, we get that:

#!(!x1)!(!x2) . . .!(!xN)$ =

ˆ

d3k1 d3k1 . . . d3kN
(2")3N

e#i"k1·"x1e#i"k2·"x2 . . . e#i"kN ·"xN

& #!(!k1)!(!k2) . . .!(!kN)$ . (11)

Homogeneity demands that the expression in Eq. (11) is a function of the distances
between spatial points only, not of the points themselves. Hence, the expectation
value in Fourier space on the right-hand-side of this expression must be proportional
to #(!k1 + !k2 + . . .+ !kN). In other words, the hypothesis of homogeneity constrains the
N -point function in Fourier space to be of the form:

#!(!k1)!(!k2) . . .!(!kN)$H = (2")3Ñ(!k1,!k2, . . . ,!kN) #(!k1 + !k2 + . . .+ !kN) . (12)

Notice that the “(N ! 1)-spectrum” in Fourier space, Ñ , can still be a function of the
directions of the wavenumbers !ki (it will be, in fact, a function of N ! 1 such vectors,
due to the global momentum conservation expressed by the #-function.) Models which
realize the general idea of Eq. (12) correspond to homogeneous but anisotropic universes
[37, 38, 39, 40].
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There is a useful diagrammatic illustration for the N -point functions in Fourier
space that enforce homogeneity. Notice that we could use the !-function in Eq. (12)
to integrate out any one of the momenta "ki in Eq. (11). Let us instead rewrite the
!-functions in terms of triangles, so for the 4-point function we have:

!("k1 + "k2 + "k3 + "k4) =

ˆ

d3q !("k1 + "k2 ! "q) !("k3 + "k4 + "q) , (13)

whereas for the 5-point function we have:

!("k1+"k2+"k3+"k4+"k5) =

ˆ

d3q d3q! !("k1+"k2! "q) !("q+"k3! "q !) !("q !+"k4+"k5) , (14)

and so on, so that the N -point !-function is reduced to N ! 2 triangles with N ! 3
“internal momenta” (the idea is nicely illustrated in Fig. 1.) Substituting the expression
for the N -point !-function into Eq. (11) and integrating out all external momenta but
the first ("k1) and last ("kN), the result is that:

"!("x1)!("x2) . . .!("xN)# =
1

(2#)3N

ˆ

d3k1 d
3q1 . . . d

3qN"3 d
3kN

$ ei
!k1·(!x1"!x2)ei!q1·(!x2"!x3) . . . ei!qN!3·(!xN!2"!xN!1)ei

!kN ·(!xN!1"!xN )

$ "!("k1)!("q1 ! "k1) . . .!("kN)# . (15)

This expressions shows explicitly that the real-space N -point function above does not
depend on any particular spatial point, only on the intervals between points.

!!
!"

!# !$ !%

!"

!!

!!!"

!# !!

!"

!#

!$

" "!"

Figure 1: Diagrammatic representation of the 2, 3, 4 and 5-point correlation functions
in Fourier space. The dashed lines represent internal momenta.

Finally, what are the constraints imposed on the N -point functions that come from
isotropy alone? Clearly, no dependence on the directions defined by the points, "xi!"xj,
can arise in the final expression for the N -point functions in real space, so from Eq. (11)
we see that the N -point function in Fourier space should depend only on the moduli of
the wavenumbers – up to some momentum-conservation !-functions, which naturally
carry vector degrees of freedom.

In this review we will mostly be concerned with tests of isotropy given homogeneity
(but not necessarily Gaussianity), so in our case we will usually assume that the N -point
function in Fourier space assumes the form given in Eq. (12).

10
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Recipe of NG map 
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FFT or Legendr Transformayion
+

Enforce desired correlation  

Adding noise,
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4 Graziano Rossi et al.

Figure 1. A small patch (! 10! " 10!) of the simulated CMB sky with primordial Gaussianity (left panel) and non-Gaussianity of
the local type with fNL = 500 (right panel), when smoothed with a Gaussian beam of FWHM=30 arcmin; regions below the threshold
! = 0.50 or above ! = #0.50 are set to zero. The temperature scale is in mK, ranging from -0.250 to +0.330.

et al. 2010), and !10 < fNL < 74 (Komatsu et al. 2010).
Those obtained from the LSS are similarly competitive; see
for instance !29 < fNL < 70 by Slosar et al. (2008).

2.2 Simulating non-Gaussian maps

The simulated non-Gaussian maps used in this analysis are
constructed following the method outlined in Liguori et al
(2003). The main point of their procedure is to calculate the
spherical harmonic coe!cients a!m’s as an integral in real,
rather than in Fourier space. Briefly, the CMB temperature
fluctuations are expanded in terms of spherical harmonics as
!T (n̂) =

!

!m
a!mY!m(n̂). The a!m’s are then computed by

convolving the primordial potential fluctuations with the ra-
diation transfer function "! (independently computed using
CMBFAST developed by Seljak & Zaldarriaga 1996), as
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#(k) is the Fourier transform of the real space potential
#(x) defined in equations (1) and (2), #!m(r) is the real
space harmonic potential, #!m(k) is its inverse and j!’s are
spherical Bessel functions.

In presence of non-Gaussianity of the local type, from
equations (1-6) and for a constant fNL it follows immediately
that

#!m = #G
!m + fNL#

fNL

!m (8)

a!m = aG
!m + fNL afNL

!m , (9)

where in both equations the first right-hand side terms are
the Gaussian contributions, while the second ones account
for the fNL part. Note that those terms are integrals over
the corresponding potentials (i.e. #G

!m involves # only, while
#fNL

!m accounts for #2 – see again equations 1 and 2). The
Gaussian part in (8) is obtained in real space from

#G
!m(r) =
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#) (10)

where n!m(r) are independent complex Gaussian variables,
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#) are filter functions defined by
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and obtained as in Chingangbam & Park (2009), and
P!(k) is the primordial power spectrum adopted. After
computing the Gaussian part of the potential #(x) =
!

!m
#G

!m(r)Y!m(r̂) it is straightforward to compute the
corresponding fNL contribution, and eventually the non-
Gaussian temperature fluctuations via equations (4) and (9).
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Figure 5. Algorithm of map simulation and analysis used in this paper.

In what follows, we are going to derive !+
! for discrete temperature fluctuations in the

simulated map with and without cosmic strings on the flat sky and compare them to find a
robust criterion to distinguish pure Gaussian fluctuations from fluctuations containing cosmic
string components. The motivation of using this simple method can be justified according
to the following reasons:

i) Since the statistical isotropy is valid as a major statistical property [68–70], one can cut
many one-dimensional signals in every directions and by ensemble averaging, compute
the frequency of upcrossings (downcrossings) at all interested levels along with their
variances.

ii) As one can see in the next section, the superposition of fluctuations produced by cos-
mic strings can generate new and extra ups and downs in temperature fluctuations,
consequently finding such statistically meaningful footprints in the map in comparison
with pure Gaussian signature including instrumental noise may potentially help us to
get deep insight in the cosmic string detections.

iii) Due to the phase coe!cient in the Fourier analysis, it seems that many trivial imprints
of cosmic strings diminish or at least are mixed with other observational phenomena
so it is another motivation to investigate the imprint of cosmic strings in the real space
as mentioned in ref. [47].

3 Simulation of Mock CMB map

In this section, we describe in detail our sate-of-the-art code which has been written in
Fortran language by authors to simulate temperature fluctuations maps (also for more details
see refs [38, 46–48, 71, 72]). Generally, our program has four parts: The first part creates
pure Gaussian fluctuations corresponding to the standard inflationary model in the presence
of various models governing the evolution of background. In this paper we use "CDM model
in the flat Universe. Nevertheless, our program can be easily modified to other cosmological
models governing the background evolution of universe such as quintessence model and so
on [73]. The second part contains anisotropies produced by long cosmic strings by means
of Kaiser-Stebbins e#ect. The superposition of Gaussian and cosmic strings anisotropies as
well as the expected instrumental noise are produced in the third part. The normalization
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Number density analysis
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Figure 7. Density of peaks as a function of threshold level for
simulated pure Gaussian CMB map and accumulated by cosmic
string component have been illustrated in this plot. Upper left:
Gµ = 2! 10!8. Upper right: Gµ = 1! 10!7. Middle left: Gµ =
8!10!7. In the middle right panel the Gaussian+String simulated
map has been replaced by a simulated Gaussian map that posses
the power spectrum like a Gaussian+String simulated map with
Gµ = 8 ! 10!7. The lower panels indicate the residue between
theoretical prediction of number density and that of directly given
by simulation.

of extrema alone is not su!cient, nevertheless it is able to
pick up the footprints of CS for almost Gµ ! 5! 10!7.

This inference could be justified regarding Fig. 8. The
morphology of Gaussian+String map is completely di"erent
from a Gaussian map that contains the same power spec-
trum as Gaussian+String map, in addition the role of su-
perimposed CS in the second map is similar to noise. Sub-
sequently one can expect that the clustering method to be
much more powerful than n(!) and also can be used as a
benchmark for tracking non-Gaussianity. It is interesting to
point out that, recently, Pogosyan et.al. determined theoret-
ical formula for computing the number density of extrema on
weakly non-Gaussian 2-Dimensional field. They showed that
various non-Gaussianity could be distinguished by means of
n(!) (Pogosyan et al. 2011). While here our results demon-
strated that, at least non-Gaussianity due to straight CS is
not detected by direct calculating n(!). Indeed the e"ect
of CS components on the CMB map according to extrema
counts view is the same as noise irrespective to nature of its
probability density function.

For di"erent values of Gµ with various values of map
size and finite Beam size we have generated ensembles of
100 maps or even more. To check the e"ect of finite size

Figure 8. Left panel corresponds to a Gaussian+String with
Gµ = 8 ! 10!7. Right panel illustrates a Gaussian map with
size 5" ! 5" and resolution equates to R = 1#. Blue dots show the
position of peaks above ! = 0.5"0. One should emphasize that
these two map have same power spectrum. It is clear that the
morphology of these two map are completely di!erent.

Figure 9. Two-Point Correlation Function of peaks for simulated
CMB map. Top panel shows the results for pure Gaussian map as
well as Gaussian+Beam for FWHM equates to 4# and 10# at ! =
1"0. Lower panel corresponds to peak-peak correlation function
for Gaussian+Beam with FWHM of beam is 4# for various values
of !. The map size is 10" with resolution R = 1#.

of simulated map and evaluation the reliability of numeri-
cal results, we increased the number of ensemble members
and the size of maps. We use Eq. (7) to compute TPCF for
various maps with size 10 degree and resolution 1 arcmin
(600 ! 600 pixels). Fig. 9 indicates the results for Gaus-
sian CMB map. Upper panel of this figures corresponds to
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Figure 3. Abundance of density of peaks as a function of peak
threshold level for pure Gaussian maps and upon adding a cos-
mic string component. Upper left: Gµ = 2 ! 10!8. Upper right:
Gµ = 1! 10!7. Middle left: Gµ = 8! 10!7. Results for a Gaus-
sian map (Gaussian-(GS)) having the same power spectrum as
the Gaussian+String map has also been indicated in this panel.
Middle right: for Gµ = 8 ! 10!7 with beam e!ect. The lower
panels show the di!erence between theoretical Gaussian field pre-
diction for the number density of peak and what measured in the
simulated maps.

with ! = FWHM/
!
8 ln 2 (Bond & Efstathiou 1987; Heav-

ens & Sheth 1999).
Finally, we add a model for the noise:

F(i, j) " F(G+S)B(i, j) +F(N)(i, j), (4)

where the final noise term is white, i.e., it has
#F(N)(r1)F(N)(r2)$ % !Dirac(r1& r2), with the noise in pixel
(i, j) being a zero-mean Gaussian number with rms "noise.
Figure 2 illustrates various components and steps in our map
making process.

2.3 Peak counts in mock maps

We have checked that the number density of peaks we iden-
tify in the Gaussian maps agrees with that expected from
theory. When the peak height is expressed in units of the
rms temperature, # = "T/T , this prediction depends only
on the shape of the power spectrum C! (Bond & Efstathiou
1987). Since CS modify C! at high $, it is interesting to ask

if the peak counts predicted by C(G+S)
! provide a good de-

scription of the peak abundances in the G + S maps, even
though the maps themselves are not Gaussian. If not, then

peak counts alone allow one to distinguish between a purely
Gaussian model and one with an additional component.

Figure 3 shows that, for Gµ ! 10!7 (top panels), the
peak counts in G and G+S are almost indistinguishable. For
larger values of Gµ, the peak counts are noticably di#erent
from one another (middle left panel), with the distribution
being shifted to smaller mean values when CS are present.
However, the measurements are each well described by
Gaussian peaks theory (Bond & Efstathiou 1987) with their

respective power spectra (C(G)
! for the circles, and C(G+S)

!

for the triangles), even though theG+S maps themselves are
not Gaussian. Thus, given only the observedC! and the peak
counts, it will not be possible to determine if there is a CS
component in the maps. Beam smearing makes the counts
indistinguishable upto even larger values Gµ ! 8 ' 10!7

(middle right panel of Figure 3). In addition, to make more
obvious, we have added "n(#) " ncom.(#)& nthe.(#) in the
lower panel of Figure 3. Where ”com.” refers to numerical
result and ”the.” corresponds to theoretical prediction.

Recently, Pogosyan et al. (2011) derived expressions for
the number density of extrema in weakly non-Gaussian 2-
Dimensional fields. They showed that various non-Gaussian
models could be distinguished by means of n(#). Our anal-
ysis demonstrates that, at least for the non-Gaussianity due
to straight CSs, this does not work.

2.4 Two-point statistics

Although we have demonstrated that peak counts in our
G + S maps are consistent with those in a Gaussian field
having the same C!, direct inspection of the maps themselves
(top panel of Figure 4) shows that they have quite di#erent
morphologies. The CS component seems to add small scale
random noise on top of the original Gaussian CMB signal.
We turn therefore to the use of two-point peak statistics for
distinguising between the two maps.

To this end, we measure the TPCF of peaks in our
Gaussian maps, ourG+S maps, and our Gaussian-GS maps.
For each value of Gµ, map size, resolution scale and beam
size, we have generated ensembles of % 100 maps. Lower
panel of Figure 4 and Figure 5 show results from averag-
ing over 100 realizations of maps with $ = 10" map at
R = 1# and # > 1"0. There are obvious di#erences between
the TPCF in the G and G + S maps, with the latter hav-
ing substantially more signal on small scales. Although the
beam erases some of this (Figures 4 and 5), a residual e#ect
remains. This signal is rather di#erent from that measured
in a Gaussian field which has the same C! (what we called
Gaussian-GS previously). So we conclude that this is indeed
a promising method for identifying the CS component in the
maps.

The lower panel of Figure 4 shows explicitly that, al-
though the peak counts were unable to distinguish between
GSB and Gaussian-GSB maps (Figure 3), the TPCF on
scales % " 12# can. Figure 5 shows that the ability to dis-
criminate depends on Gµ and the beam size FWHM.
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sequently one can expect that the clustering method to be
much more powerful than n(!) and also can be used as a
benchmark for tracking non-Gaussianity. It is interesting to
point out that, recently, Pogosyan et.al. determined theoret-
ical formula for computing the number density of extrema on
weakly non-Gaussian 2-Dimensional field. They showed that
various non-Gaussianity could be distinguished by means of
n(!) (Pogosyan et al. 2011). While here our results demon-
strated that, at least non-Gaussianity due to straight CS is
not detected by direct calculating n(!). Indeed the e"ect
of CS components on the CMB map according to extrema
counts view is the same as noise irrespective to nature of its
probability density function.

For di"erent values of Gµ with various values of map
size and finite Beam size we have generated ensembles of
100 maps or even more. To check the e"ect of finite size

Figure 8. Left panel corresponds to a Gaussian+String with
Gµ = 8 ! 10!7. Right panel illustrates a Gaussian map with
size 5" ! 5" and resolution equates to R = 1#. Blue dots show the
position of peaks above ! = 0.5"0. One should emphasize that
these two map have same power spectrum. It is clear that the
morphology of these two map are completely di!erent.

Figure 9. Two-Point Correlation Function of peaks for simulated
CMB map. Top panel shows the results for pure Gaussian map as
well as Gaussian+Beam for FWHM equates to 4# and 10# at ! =
1"0. Lower panel corresponds to peak-peak correlation function
for Gaussian+Beam with FWHM of beam is 4# for various values
of !. The map size is 10" with resolution R = 1#.

of simulated map and evaluation the reliability of numeri-
cal results, we increased the number of ensemble members
and the size of maps. We use Eq. (7) to compute TPCF for
various maps with size 10 degree and resolution 1 arcmin
(600 ! 600 pixels). Fig. 9 indicates the results for Gaus-
sian CMB map. Upper panel of this figures corresponds to
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Clustering of peaks: A benchmark for detection of 
topological defects and NG
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• A brief on Data modeling and Model 
construction have been discussed

• As a research field, I relied on CMB 
represented by a stochastic 
fluctuations

• Simulations and some methods for 
analysis have been presented. 

Final remarks
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• Shape measurement in Weak gravitational lensing

• Self-Similarity in LSS

• Model construction for primordial fluctuations

• Anisotropy in local Universe

• Cross-correlations in Ly-alpha forest 

Other projects to do
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Thank you
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